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 The modeling of a car is essentially done by taking into consideration  

the driving terrain, traffic conditions, driver’s behavior and various other 

factors which may directly or indirectly affect the vehicle’s performance.  

A vehicle is modeled for given specifications and constraints like maximum 

speed, maximum acceleration, and braking time, appropriate suspension for 

the gradient of the road and fuel consumption. Henceforth, a profound study 

and analysis of different drive cycles are essential. A time dependent drive 

cycle is a condensed form of data that helps us to determine the time taken to 

conduct the driving test on the road. This article highlights the development 

of a real driving cycle in the area of Tamilnadu, India. On-road vehicle’s 

speeds versus time data were obtained along the selected route. The data 

obtained were analyzed first and then a new driving cycle was developed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The automobile sectors are seeking for an alternative which is more efficient in the reduction of oil 

consumption and global warming. Pollutant free electric vehicles (EVs) are the better solution [1].  

Electric cars are the future of the upcoming automobile industry. It is propelled by an electric motor which 

drives energy from a battery source or fuel cells. The problem with internal combustion engines is not so 

much in their efficiency but that they burn fossil fuels whose byproducts are in the form of carbon dioxide 

and carbon monoxide which are slowly destroying the ozone layer and trapping heat in the atmosphere 

leading to global warming. Electric cars do not use fuel and tend to be very quiet as compared to gasoline or 

diesel-powered cars. 

Before modeling any car with certain characteristics, a lot of things have to be taken into 

consideration. A drive cycle is one such important area. A “drive cycle” basically represents a vehicle on  

the road. The drive cycles are generally used to simulate the real-life experience of a car test on the software. 

This reduces the cost of road tests, time in conducting the tests and the stress and fatigue of the engineer.  

The basic idea is to transform the real-life driving experience in the test lab to simulation. The drive cycles 

can be of distance-dependent or time-dependent. 

The drive cycle gives us the practical running conditions of a certain area. The driving cycles 

comprises of many starts, stops and go conditions which seeks both average and instantaneous power 

supplies. With the help of a drive cycle, we can assess the driving conditions of an area and we can conclude 

whether a certain car is appropriate for a region or not. Drive cycles give us information about the fuel 

emissions required for a car and the pollutants emitted. Thus making drive cycle a very important factor 

while modeling a car [2]. 
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2. DRIVING CYCLE BACKGROUND 

The driving cycle denotes the series of driving vehicle behavior on the given region i.e. plot 

denoting the speed of the driving vehicle with respect to time. The development of driving cycle in a real 

time situation is much essential for certain reasons like vehicle pollution control, fuel and energy 

consumption study etc. the several operating conditions that are categorized in any driving cycle are idle 

mode, accelerating mode, cruise mode and decelerating mode [3-5].  

Synthesized driving cycle is the standard one which comprises of constant acceleration and speed 

phases alone. These transitions are mostly artificial when compared with the natural driving cycle. The graph 

that represents the vehicle speed (km/h) over a period of travelling time (s) is driving cycle. The components 

of EV are designed by knowing the driving cycle pattern. Generally the driving pattern relies on road type 

and its condition, traffic conditions and behavior of the driver. There exists many standard driving cycles 

based on different countriesSome of the popular standard driving cycles are depicted in Figure 1 [6-9]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Standard driving cycles 

 

 

In the case of real world traffic conditions, the actual drive cycle can be generated based on  

the movement of a vehicle under test. The main use of generation is to simulate the vehicle driving 

characteristics on the selected area in real and to analyze its energy consumption. This work makes  

an attempt to generate a real time driving cycle for a heterogeneous traffic conditions. 

 

2.1. Vehicle dynamics 

Based on the dynamics of vehicle, the force (F) required to run the vehicle should overcome rolling 

resistance force (Froll), climbing force (Fclimb) and aerodynamic dragging force (Fdrag) as given in (1). 

 

F =  Froll + Fclimb + Fdrag (1) 

 

The force required to overcome the tire and road friction losses is Froll as represented in (2). 

Topological influences on the vehicle should overcome by Fclimb given in (3). Vehicle needs some energy to 

overcome the air friction on the frontal, rear and boundary area of the vehicle Fdrag as given in (4). 

 

Froll = mvehi ∗ gacc ∗ Croll (2) 

 

Fclimb = mvehi ∗ gacc ∗ sin ∝inc (3) 
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Fdrag =
(ρ∗Afront∗Cdrag∗vveh

2)

2
 (4) 

 

Here, mvehi - vehicle mass (kg). gacc - acceleration due to gravity (m/s2). Croll - co-efficient of rolling 

resistance. ∝inc - angle of inclination (radian). Cdrag - drag co-efficient. ρ - air density in kg/m3. Afront - 

vehicle’s frontal area (m2). vveh - speed (km/h). 

The vehicle speed data from the driving cycle plays a crucial role in deciding the force required to 

drive the vehicle. All locations doesn’t have similar pattern of driving as mentioned in standard driving cycle. 

Hence it is necessary to develop a real time driving cycle to understand the vehicle performances [9-11]. 

 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Route selection 

The prominent aspect of developing a real time driving cycle is selecting a route. In Tamilnadu, 

the major road of 7km distance was selected as a route for this study since it possess moderate annual daily 

traffic MADT. The route map is depicted in Figure 2 and the route details are shown in Table 1. The route 

was selected based on the traffic density that may result in transient driving characteristics of a vehicle. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Route map 
 

 

Table 1. Route details 
Si. No. Characteristics Details 

1 Origin SRMIST, Chennai, Tamilnadu, India 

2 Destination Urapakkam, Chennai, Tamilnadu, India 

3 Driving Distance 6.9 km 
4 Driving Duration 600 seconds 

 

 

3.2. Collection of data 

Here on-board method of measurement is adopted i.e. a device is installed in the test vehicle and  

a second by second details of the vehicle speed is recorded when the vehicle is driven in a selected route.  

The data is collected for a period of 30 days as micro-trips. Those micro-trip data were processed and 

analyzed further for the generation of real world driving cycle [12-14].  

 

3.3. Generation of driving cycle 

The basic objective of this article is to generate a mono speed versus time graph of a route selected 

which is considered to represent the traffic conditions of part of a district in Tamilnadu state of a country 

India. The ultimate scope of generating this driving cycle is to offer a general means of calculating  

the vehicle’s energy consumption and its emissions.  

The difficult thing in the generation of driving graph under real world traffic condition is  

the condensing the larger amount of speed data into a driving cycle with reasonable time duration. 

There were many recent techniques discussed in the literatures. Most of them deal with the storage of data of  

a micro trips i.e. speed versus time segments. These data were recorded from the vehicles test runs. Further, 

it is processed statistically to get the desired cycle [15-17]. 
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The DAC, data acquisition control system is considered as shown in Figure 3. It is composed of  

an infrared optical sensor that is pointing towards the vehicle wheel axle. This sensor measures the number of 

rotations made by the axle and produces data pulses in the electrical form for each of the rotation.  

The Arduino incorporated DAC system will collect the data and analyze it. Thus the analyzed data is stored 

in micro-computer.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Block diagram of DAC system 

 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

The whole system is divided into four parts. The first part is to read the values from the IR sensor. 

The IR sensor has three pins. Two pins are used to supply power to the infrared module. The third pin is  

the data pin. The data pin sends a digital high to the Arduino each time it senses the obstacle which is  

the wheel. A thin sheet of aluminium foil is bolted to the inner part of the wheel. This makes it different from 

the rest of the circumference. When the infrared sensor passes through this part of the wheel, it sends a signal 

to the Arduino. Figure 4 shows the sensor assembly in the vehicle. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Sensor assembly in the vehicle axle 

 

 

The time duration between two rotations is measured in microseconds. From this, the rpm is 

measured and hence the speed. The next part of it is to store these values. This was done by an SD card 

module. The values obtained by the Arduino were written into this SD card. The values written into this SD 

card was later viewed using a laptop. The values that were written were stored in order which is of the time, 

date and the respective speed at that instant.  

The real-time clock was another module used to note down the time. It behaves like a clock and 

gives the time at any instant. It had to be set up first. The current date and time were uploaded into  

the Arduino with the real-time clock connected. Since the module has an additional 3-volt battery, it runs 

even when it is not connected to the Arduino and maintains the calculation of time. 

A total of three modules are connected to the Arduino. Since a 9-volt battery cannot supply al these 

modules, we used a power bank to supply the Arduino with power. The power bank supplies a power of 5 

Volts and 1 ampere. The total setup is kept in a box which is placed on the front side of the car. The box was 

placed near the battery to avoid heating of the components. Figure 5 depicts the overall hardware setup of  

the experiment. 
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Figure 5. Experimental setup 

 

 

The sample data is shown in Figure 6 and the graph shown in Figure 7 is the output of the data 

obtained from the hardware for a period of one day. The distance covered was for seven kilometers.  

The speed of the vehicle falls to zero after three kilometers due to a signal. The maximum speed obtained 

was seventy km/hr. The graph shown is taken for a period of ten minutes. Thus the normal driving pattern is 

shown for a given period. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Sample data collected 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Generated driving cycle 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The driving cycle of any area represents the road, the traffic conditions, the people and the driving 

habits of the habitants of that area. Each area will have a unique driving cycle thereby representing  

the conditions of that particular area. With this information, we can design an electric vehicle which will be 

capable to sustain during live driving conditions. We can figure out the amount of time for which the vehicle 

attains high speeds and the frequency of stops. Thus this paper discusses the experimental setup designed to 

generate a driving cycle under real world driving conditions in the route selected. All the four operating 

modes of driving that is acceleration, deceleration, idle and cruising were recorded for a period of time and 

the average of those micro trips were processed to develop a real driving cycle. 
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